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Abstract: In the last fifty years, process improvements in service and product 

based organizations have greatly improvement quality, decreased development time and 

reduced scrap by improving process efficiency.  Terms such as Lean Engineering, Just in 

Time, Total Quality Management and certifications such as ISO 9000 have become 

commonplace.  In support of these process improvements, Engineering Data 

Management is a toolkit for achieving a truly integrated environment within a technical 

business by allowing teams to work more closely together, improving speed and 

efficiencies within the organization. This report was created to introduce the reader to 

basic principles of EDM and how it can improve an organization’s ability to compete. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Manufacturing process is often described as the junction of materials flow and 

resources flow.  Many of the main components of the modern manufacturing process, 

such as project management and supply chain management, are mature and well known 

since they have been studied and developed for the last 50 to 100 years.  New, widely 

accepted devices, such as "Lean" manufacturing, "Just in Time" manufacturing, and 

 "Total Quality Management" have revolutionized the process and assist organizations in 

competing in an increasingly competitive market with significantly shorter product 

lifecycles than those enjoyed in years past.  Near the beginning of the computing age, 

large companies began implementing large mainframe computers to help organize the 

information flow between each component of the manufacturing process and provide an 

information backbone on which the entire company did business.  As computing became 

more affordable in the 1980s, mid and small sized companies were able to follow suit. 

Today, as a result of widely accepted computer technology, a concept called Computer 

Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is commonplace in most manufacturing firms.    

CIM consists of various computer assisted tools that allow manufacturing data to 

be reused, from its inception (specification documents), through the development process 

(Computer Aided Design, Finite Element Analysis), and into the manufacturing process 

(Computer Aided Manufacturing).  In fact, nearly all modern manufacturers work 

through some form of this data flow, whether they are familiar with the term CIM or not. 

 The key word in Computer Integrated Manufacturing is "Integrated," not "Computer." 
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The evolution of computer technology simply allows an integrated environment, in which 

all aspects of the business can share information, to exist.  

Today, products are more complex than ever and are replaced with newer 

products at an incredible pace.  Competitive businesses have accepted this challenge and 

have not only learned to adapt, but have learned to leverage their ability to bring products 

with more functionality and features to market faster.  Unfortunately, companies are 

generating more data at a much faster pace, presenting a significant strain on the 

business.  Engineers spend much of their time searching for files, validating data, or, 

worse, using outdated data,  redoing work that had been done on previous projects and 

manually re-keying data that already exists instead of doing the job for which they were 

hired.  Manufacturing personnel might be building products from outdated prints. 

 Customer service might not know what replacement parts to send out because the 

product received a design change mid-production.  All of these scenarios can negatively 

impact every aspect of a business, from development to quality to customer service.  

A relatively new tool, called Engineering Data Management (EDM), is designed 

to combat these problems.  EDM allows data to be more easily accessed, modified, and 

reused, all with higher assurance of validity.  The tool allows a unification of various 

information generators and users throughout the company.  Accounting personnel will 

look at the same data as development, sales, order processing and production personnel, 

all with a high degree of assurance that the data is valid. 

  This report is meant to familiarize the reader with various aspects of CIM and 
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common components of an integrated enviroment like MRPII, CAD/CAM, FEA, and 

EDM. It will delve deeper into EDM as a tool, and explore how Engineering Data 

Management can magnify the advantages of CIM and minimize any negative business 

impacts that can occur while implementing CIM.    

CIM HISTORY 

 Computer integrated manufacturing refers to the concept of integrating and 

balancing all business processes from design to delivery to customer and beyond 

(McIntosh 1995).  When a company uses a CIM method of doing business, they are 

integrating all functional processes within the business, using computers as a backbone.  

Design, analysis, planning, purchasing, cost accounting, inventory control, and 

distribution all share data, while communicating on a common electronic platform with 

each other and with the manufacturing team.  The core principle behind CIM is the high 

level of integration that each team can leverage.  

As mainframe computers first became widely available in the 1960s, 

manufacturing firms began looking at various methods to exploit the new technology.  

Factory automation and manufacturing methods such as robotics and computer controlled 

machining quickly emerged as efficiency, speed, and cost improvements were realized.  

A “language” called Numerical Control (NC) of manufacturing machinery was developed 

and is still used today in nearly its original form.  Based on numerical coordinates for 

manufacturing operations, NC was developed with the plan to create an almost universal 

code for operating NC and later Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) machinery, 
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regardless of the type, design, or manufacturer of the machine.  G-code, the language of 

NC programming, was standardized by both International Standards Organization (ISO) 

and Deutsches Institut für Normung (DIN) in the early 1980s.   Because it is essentially a 

numerical-based universal syntax, NC allows manufacturers to integrate their processes 

on multiple machines using a single programming platform.  The NC technology laid the 

first building block for the foundation of what we know now as CIM.   

Shortly after the advent of Numerical Control, a need was realized to feed the 

automated machinery with digital design data, and Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) was 

created.  To fully realize the benefits of NC tooling, software and hardware were 

developed that allowed the design to be captured in a digital format.  CAD would later 

evolve into tools that allowed the actual design to occur digitally, not just the drafted 

documentation.  The term CADD (Computer Aided Design and Drafting) is widely 

accepted today to designate this addition and is used interchangeably with CAD. 

The Need for Data Management 

For many companies, CAD data is the core of the organization’s intellectual 

property.  That is, all the company’s designs, manufacturing documents, assembly 

documents, and service documents exist in CAD formats.  Early forms of CAD were 

simply replacements for drafting board paper drawings and almost exclusively 2 

dimensional data.  The most sophisticated early CAD tools were able to use 2 dimensions 

to represent 3d data.  Figure 1 below shows an example of an early drawing done in 

AutoCAD 2.18 in around 1987. 
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Figure 1:   2d CAD file representing 3d data. (Source Autodesk) 

Today, however, CAD is far more sophisticated, with most manufacturing 

companies preferring to design and document in three dimensions (or even four 

dimensions with the very recent availability of time base assembly and project 

management tools).  A concept called parametric modeling allows designers and 

engineers to create 3d models using numerical data, called parameters, to control the 

model’s geometry.  Early 2d systems required a drawing to be created, much as one 

would on paper, by drawing lines, arcs, and circles of the desired size shape and location 

to represent the design.  Then dimensions could be placed to fully communicate the 

design.  In parametric modeling, a dimension is a parameter, meaning that the numerical 

value of a dimension can actually control the length of a line to which it is attached.  The 

result is highly informative data that can be created and repurposed very quickly.  The 

widespread adoption of parametric modeling has greatly increased the ability for 

designers to modify and reuse CAD data by modifying parameters to meet the new 
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g, if 

 

Likely the most prominent data management struggle posed by parametric 

modeli s to 

of 

design goals.  While easy change and reuse is a key advantage of parametric modelin

left unmanaged and uncoordinated, excessive design changes can create real problems for 

businesses.  Since there will be many more designs, there will be much more data to sift 

through.  Once this correct design is located, it is far more likely to be out of date with all

the change occurring. Excessive changes can create downstream bottlenecks (McIntosh 

1995). 

ng is the complexity of the files themselves.  Most systems use computer file

create a design much as it is assembled in real life.  Because an assembly is made up of 

parts and sub-assemblies, opening an assembly model file opens separate files for each 

part and sub-assembly.  This means that the model of a complex design with thousands 

parts will have thousands of files to manage.  Figure 2 shows a modern CAD assembly 

model.  Note the structure on the left side of the image.  Each component in the fire 

nozzle is a unique file within top level assembly’s structure. 
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Figure 2: A modern 3d CAD file. (Source Autodesk)  

Complex data is by no means limited to CAD.  CAE (Computer Aided 

Engineering) refers to software computing tools to assist in the design and analysis 

process.  Applications such as FEA (Finite Element Analysis) allow simulation of a 

computer model to calculate physical performance such as thermal, stress, modal, fluidic, 

and kinetic behaviors.  CAE can also refer to simulation code, spreadsheets, and other 

modeling applications.  The engineering design process is often iterative, thus each 

design iteration may have many CAE files associated with it in addition to the hundreds 

or thousands of CAD files.  This only complicates the data management problem and can 

hinder the successful adoption of these technologies which are meant to improve the 

process and product. 
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Imagine that a typical automobile has 100,000 parts.  Each part has several 

documents associated with it including CAD files, NC programs, simulation documents, 

vendor documentation, historical documentation (previous revisions) and so on.  If every 

part has 5 documents associated with it, there would be 500,000 documents for each 

model of auto.  Considering the engine alone, one could conceive that the engine would 

have many thousands of documents associated to it.  It is easy to see that documentation 

management is an enormous undertaking! 

The data management issue is particularly daunting in the defense industry and 

other government based industries, because these industries are often limited by standards 

that govern the process as well as the technical standards for the products.  The data 

management process for all US Department of Defense projects are standardized by an 

initiative called CALS (Computer Aided Acquisition and Logistic Support) to help 

companies meet huge documentation needs of the government.  In fact, it is said that the 

paper documentation associated with a single US Warship occupies more volume than 

the warship itself  (McIntosh 1995). 
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ENGINEERING DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

EDM enables a system for collection, control, dissemination, and archival of all 

data relating to a product or service (McIntosh 1995).  In a broader sense, EDM creates 

an environment where data is stored, accessed, and controlled.  EDM systems are also 

known as: 

• PDM (Product Data Management) 

• PIM (Product Information Management) 

• TDM (Technical Document Management) 

• TIM (Technical Information Management) 

Various subsets and derivatives of EDM are DOM (Drawing Office 

Management), ERM (Engineering Records Management), and EDM (Engineering 

Document Management).  Adoption and understanding of EDM systems has certainly 

been stifled because of all the confusing names and acronyms.  For this report, the most 

widely used acronym, “EDM” or Engineering Data Management, will be used.   

DATABASE FRAMEWORK 

The primary backbone of a modern EDM system is some type of database; 

usually a relational database in which tabular data is cross-linked according common 

values.  These RDBMS (Relational Database Management Systems) can retrieve data far 

faster than other common tabular data formats such as a spreadsheet.  The most common 

implementations of RDBMSs are Oracle, Sybase, MySQL, Ingres, Microsoft SQL, and 

many others.  The database manages metadata, various pieces of information that are 

used to describe and control a document within the EDM.  Metadata is usually made of 
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text characters, but can be encrypted by the host EDM program for security and database 

robustness.  Examples of file metadata found in an EDM are not limited to file owner, file 

author, project information, cost information, vendor information, related files, date of 

creation, and component disposition.  The database is configurable to store metadata 

unique to the organization’s installation, because different installations will always have 

different data needs. 

DATA STRUCTURE 

An EDM should be capable of maintaining file relationships as necessary.  

Parametric modeling programs require files to be related, often in the structure of an 

assembly.  This association can cause problems when moving, replacing, or renaming 

files because the file links must be updated.  EDMs allow for this because the database 

includes the file relationships.  This can be particularly helpful in identifying the overall 

impact of a design change, since the EDM exposes other related and therefore impacted 

files.  

The data structure is further necessitated by the historical data requirements of an 

EDM.  Most EDMs maintain at least some of the design history.  In other words, changes 

to the files and the file relationships are tracked from the first time they are entered into 

the system.  Early versions of an assembly file will show far fewer components related to 

it (subparts and assemblies) as the assembly is completed by adding parts.  Access to the 

previous versions is important for easy rollback of changes and for configuration 

management, which is discussed later. 
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Finally, the largest value of the EDM’s data structure is to hold BOM (Bill of 

Material) data for the design files.  Because an EDM is capable of extracting BOM data 

into its database, many organizations choose to use the EDM’s database format to pipe 

the BOM into other company databases such as ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and 

MRPII (Manufacturing Requirements Planning) databases that extend into 

manufacturing, purchasing, and even marketing departments within the company.  ERP 

and MRPII integrations are discussed later in this report. 

DATA SEARCHES 

Historically, large organizations had to employ document control specialists to 

manage all the organization, filing, and retrieval of paper documentation.  Many 

companies used systems similar to card catalogs for their filing system, and although they 

were fairly effective, the paper filing systems were bulky, slow and expensive to 

maintain.  A critical feature all EDM systems provide is fast data searching.  Since 

metadata is indexed into a relational database, searches can be run very quickly for any 

aspect of the metadata.  More metadata provided with the documents in the EDM 

(keywords, etc) can make searching for data far more powerful. 

Because the EDM also contains the actual file in addition to the metadata, some 

systems can actually index content from the file into the database.  Though this often 

comes at the cost of performance, it means that data searches can quickly occur within 

files, not just on the metadata itself.  With an EDM enabled to do this, one can search the 

entire EDM for a note or dimension in a drawing, or a reference to certain size drill.  One 
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can certainly imagine how useful this could be if their organization had years of data to 

sift through.  Many organizations believe that searching features alone justify the cost and 

effort of implementing an EDM because it frees up engineers to do engineering.  

Otherwise, they might spend a significant percentage of their time just looking for data! 

SECURITY AND DOCUMENT CONTROL 

EDM systems can control files placed in the system by user privilege.  Most 

systems will lock out people who should not have file access or give read-only rights to 

certain files so that the files can be viewed without being modified or deleted by 

unqualified personnel.  Additionally, because each user has a profile and a password to 

the system, user access can be tracked.  User data can enter the history of the design to 

later show who accessed, modified, or deleted a file. 

DOCUMENT STATUS  

Many EDM systems are able to lock files according to their “status,” referring to 

the validity of the file.  Most companies have some sort of change order process that 

designate the flow of a document from creation to release or from one revision to another.   

Figure 3 below shows an example of the workflow from the release process in the 

Autodesk Vault Manufacturing EDM.  Each status will depend of course on the needs of 

the company, but many EDM systems allow a high degree of customizability.  For 

example, Figure 3 shows the most basic product lifecycle flowchart, but the program can 

be customized to add other states and document flows. 
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Figure 3: Document status workflow. (Source Autodesk) 

The diagram shows four states for document status: WIP, For Review, Released, 

and Obsolete.   These are the essential document states that all EDM systems should 

include, but are not exclusive in all systems.  Some EDMs allow for small changes that 

do not require a full revision, while others may add other states such as “Expired,” 

“Cancelled,” “Superseded,” or “Effective,” to name a few.  In this case, the four states 

refer to very distinct considerations for the consumer of the document.  WIP stands for 

“Work in Process,” where the document is not yet ready for use.  WIP status will 

typically depict the document as incomplete or in a state of high change.  Documents 

associated with new products in the design phase are typically found in this state as the 

design occurs initially.  
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Once a documented is completed, it is submitted for release and enters the 

“Review” state.  This means the document is complete but not necessarily approved yet 

for use.  Once it is approved by the designated person(s) with the appropriate role in the 

EDM it becomes “Released” and the document becomes a “Revision.”  Releasing a 

document signifies that it is complete, error free, and can be distributed to the end 

customers of the document.  In the case of the manufacturing organization, a released 

document means that manufacturing can begin using the document as soon as it enters 

this state.  If the design needs to be changed or updated, it undergoes the release process 

again as an Engineering Change Order and rolls to the next Revision designation. 

It is important to differentiate between the terms “Revision” and “Version.”  A 

revision of the document means that it has undergone a release to be consumed.  

“Version” refers to individual edits made to a file itself.  There may be many versions of 

a file during the WIP state and in between Revisions. 

Finally, a document advances to “Obsolete” once it is no longer needed or no 

longer valid.  The “Obsolete” status tells the document’s consumer that it should not be 

used other than for reference.  Using the “Obsolete” status has a clear advantage over 

simply deleting the file, since it provides for archival but is still searchable and accessible 

within the EDM. 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

Most systems provide a method of doing change management, controlling and 

recording the way that documents are changed and travel between revisions in a 
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product’s lifecycle.  As discussed above, documents are given a status to designate their 

validity by enacting an ECO (Engineering Change Order) on the file.  ECOs are also 

commonly known as ECRs (Engineering Change Request), DCOs (Document Change 

Order), or DCRs (Document Change Request).    

A typical change order process starts with a request for the change.  The request 

can come from nearly anyone and is captured within the EDM systems.  Next, it goes 

through a pre-approval process that can occur with a single approver or by committee.  

Once it is pre-approved, the file is unlocked for edit by the EDM and work begins on the 

document to create the change.  The newly edited document is submitted for approval 

within the EDM and the appropriate parties are notified that the change is pending their 

approval.  The change is approved within the EDM and goes into effect.   

The entire process is captured by the EDM system as part of the history of that 

file.  If, for any reason, one needs to know the what, why, who, and when of a file’s 

revision, that information is easily accessible.  Additionally, providing the ECO process 

tool can assist organizations wishing to implement process standards such as ISO 9000. 

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 

EDM systems should provide for some method of doing Configuration 

Management. Configuration Management refers to record keeping about data history 

through the product lifecycle, manufacturing or service. It allows an organization to 

quickly recover all the valid documentation associated with a certain time period of use, 

batches of manufacturing, or dates a service was performed.  Configuration Management 
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can be especially important to customer service when providing replacement parts is 

necessary or knowing what products would be affected by a recall.   

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS 

The EDM system components listed above are by no means inclusive.  Many 

systems add features, such as the ability to integrate with email systems to notify the 

proper people about a new revision, or that they have a change to approve.  Some record 

transactions on a very granular level, such as when and by whom a file was printed.  Each 

system is unique and often highly customized to the needs of that particular environment, 

though the list above constitutes the core of EDM. 

EDM AS AN INTEGRATOR 

EDM can provide unification of the tools teams use and the data they produce.  

Because an EDM system creates a central repository for all data related to a project, it 

allows each member to share and reuse data more effectively.  Figure 4 shows examples 

of data that can be shared by EDM.  As a simple example, CAD files can be put into an 

EDM system, and the analysis team can reuse them to perform FEA, while knowing they 

have the most up to date version.  Manufacturing can do the same with their CAM tools, 

and even marketing can take 3d models and create marketing images from them.  This 

sharing of data prevents rework and minimizes errors because everyone is always 

working with up to date data.  The level of integration does not stop with models; project 

data can also be shared with other databases in the company, as discussed in the next 

section. 
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looking and assumed demand for the company’s products was steady, leading to 

problems with excessive unused inventory as the only way to be prepared for large 

orders.  Processes like JIT and Lean that were designed to combat such inefficiencies 

required the tools to change, and MRP arose.  MRP is simply a system for resource 

planning that takes account orders and master production schedules into account.  The 

first MRP systems were paper based but, as with other tools, became computer based 

when the technology became more affordable.  

MRPII is a more modern evolution of MRP, in which engineering and financial 

implications of future demands on the business are included with the system.  This means 

that in addition to the product and project resource management, MRP can include cash 

flow management and forecasting for planning for future demand (Cecelja 2002).   

Of course, not every firm is a manufacturer, so there is an alternative planning 

system called ERP, or Enterprise Resource Planning.  ERP systems are very similar in 

nature to MRP, and often include MRP functionality, but expand on it to include all other 

resources required for operation.   This could include worker resources, software 

resources, tools, facilities, financial resources and more.  ERP is heavily relied on in 

service firms and producers whose good’s value is driven by resources other than 

hardware. 

MRPII/ERP is significant within an organization because nearly every department 

within an organization relies on the system for entering or consuming data.  Engineering 

enters BOM information, purchasing orders components, project management allocates 

jobs and resources, marketing forecasts future demand, management makes costing 
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decisions, and accounting can watch the cash flows all within an MRPII/ERP system.  

Nearly every employee in a typical company will either enter information into or 

consume information from the planning system.  

Because so many people use the system, however, there will be a massive amount 

of data entered into and generated within an MRPII/ERP system.  Thus the most logical 

computer backbone for such a system is an RDBMS, just as with an EDM.  Because both 

MRPII/ERP systems and EDM share a common data format, they can usually be well 

integrated with each other.  Such a marriage presents one of the most powerful uses for 

EDM.   

Data is typical hand-keyed into MRPII/ERP databases, so all of the metadata 

comes out of a highly intensive and highly error-prone process.  EDM, however, extracts 

most of its metadata from the files that are entered into it.  As discussed earlier, a 

complex assembly file can contain all of the BOM information within the parametric 

CAD model.  When placed into the EDM, the data structure is extracted and the BOM is 

entered as metadata within in the EDM system’s database.  Since the data already exists 

in a database, there is no reason to have to re-key it into the MRPII/ERP system.  Most 

organizations choose a one-way or two-way link between the two databases.  Either can 

be easily implemented by most database professionals. 

The link will often pull information from the EDM such as the ‘Item Master,’ 

which is a list of all components, documents, and files used by the organization.  Figure 5 

shows an example of an MRPII Item Master. Each ‘Item’ has a number which is used as 

a unique designator that represents the item within the EDM.  Most ERP systems have an 



Item Master as well, so a database link exports Item Master from the EDM system’s 

RDBMS and imports it into the MRPII/ERP RDBMS using preconfigured metadata 

mapping information.  The mapping information simply tells the link where to place the 

metadata value into the destination.  In other words, the ‘Title’ property of a document 

may map into the MRPII/ERP system as ‘Name.’  The result is hours of saved time and 

error-free data entered into the MRPII/ERP system.  Perhaps an even bigger benefit is 

how database integration can ensure that the data is up to date, since using out of date 

information can be catastrophic for a business.  Figure 5 shows an example of an Item 

Master within an MRP system called Pedyn.  Note that each item has a unique identifier, 

in this case the part number. 

  

Figure 5:   Pedyn MRP system Item Master (source NCC Nano, LLC). 
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costs, improved product quality, reduced operational costs, and increased manufacturing 

flexibility and market share.”   

While a company culture of integration and involvement at all levels is likely to 

be tough to achieve, engineering managers do have immediate control over the tools they 

use.  Integration between teams and between the tools they use equals process efficiency 

(Franjo Cecelja 2002).  Successful CE depends heavily on interdisciplinary teams and 

finding ways to integrate the jobs they do within the organization.  While CE and CIM 

mean different things, CE can utilize CIM to achieve team integration.  Because 

computer tools are among the most commonly used tools in an engineering environment, 

it seems logical that integrating the tools and the data they produce is very important to 

achieving CE.   

BUSINESS ADVANTAGE 

Many of the benefits of Engineering Data Management are self evident and 

demonstrated by the particular functions of each feature, but it is important to recognize 

how EDM affects an organization as a whole.  Businesses today are facing new 

challenges posed by a far more competitive global market that requires higher customer 

quality and functionality standards, lower prices, and drastically shorter product 

lifecycles when compared with just a few years ago.  Meeting these demands 

simultaneously can prove very difficult for even the most specialized of businesses.  

More often than not, one of these goals is traded to accomplish another. 

CE directly addresses each problem by creating process efficiency through 

integration using methods of concurrent engineering.  With successful use of CE, 

manufacturing issues, functionality improvements, and quality issues can be addressed 
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earlier in the product lifecycle.  By tackling these items earlier on costs are lowered, the 

design process is shortened, and quality can be improved.  EDM helps businesses 

implement CE and a culture of collaboration and is the primary backbone for CE because 

it unites users and the tools they use (McIntosh 1995).   

Additionally, EDM provides a number of other functions that directly assist with 

CE.  EDM can also result in a more effective use of staff by providing tools for locating 

data more effectively.  EDM systems provide very fast access to data, allowing users of 

the system more time to do the jobs they were hired for rather than searching for 

documents.  Because more time is available, engineers can consider more design 

alternatives rather than using the first workable design solution, leading to products with 

better functionality and higher quality and lowering costs.  In some cases, the time 

savings can decrease the time to bring a product to market, resulting in a potentially 

significant competitive advantage.    

Improved design reuse by using an EDM also combats the business challenges 

above, since it works to prevent teams from reinventing the wheel with each product.  

Engineers can find older data related to what they are doing more quickly and easily, 

reuse it, and significantly reduce design time.  Often, engineers do not realize or 

remember that certain projects and engineering tasks have already been done within the 

company.  EDM makes organizations more efficient by reducing rework.  Errors in 

design and in manufacturing can be greatly reduced as a proper structure for the data can 

be created and is better controlled by the EDM and gives greater confidence that it is 

current.  Expensive functions within the company, such as purchasing or manufacturing, 

can be sure that the data they are using is up to date, reducing very costly errors and 

reducing scrap.  
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Companies can enjoy more market mobility and flexibility with their product 

offerings by utilizing EDM. They can react to a changing market faster through shorter 

design processes and significantly faster design changes.  Organizations might also enjoy 

more efficient customer service with improved satisfaction by the customer 

IT personnel can rely on the EDM system to form the basis of a long-term IT 

strategy.  For many organizations, implementing EDM can create a data management and 

record keeping strategy where none likely existing.  This can be particularly useful when 

implementing other process management techniques such as TQM or ISO 9000, or when 

needing to produce records for litigation protection.  Some industries have record keeping 

policies as a matter of regulation, basically requiring at least minimal EDM.  (Nuclear 

installations in the US require records for one hundred years.)  Moreover, the underlying 

RDBMS of EDM systems allows the organization to more easily adopt other database 

technologies since they will have the infrastructure and skilled personnel in place. 

SUMMARY 

The business benefits of EDM discussed above can be generally summarized as 

improved products, improved communication, better management control and 

infrastructure, and shorter time to market, and possibly even happier employees (now 

doing the job they were hired to do).  These benefits are somewhat intangible as they do 

not directly indicate a quantifiable advantage for the company.  However, they can be 

easily related to reduced scrap, increased sales, lower warranty costs, fewer employees, 

and lower inventory costs.  Each of these advantages is easily quantifiable in real dollars 

to the company.  Furthermore, after implementing EDM, a company may find itself able 

to take on more work or enter markets that it was not previously able to enter.  
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Engineering Data Management should be thought of as much more than an 

electronic filing cabinet.  Although its core functionality may seem to simply replace 

paper filing cabinets, it takes the Computer Integrated Manufacturing concept even 

further by providing a center for integrating an entire organization and enabling 

Concurrent Engineering for a more parallel design process. As the global market 

continues to evolve, product lifecycles will continue to shorten, forcing companies to 

bring products to market faster.  Demand for high quality and low cost shows no signs of 

reversing, and companies that are not able to adapt their businesses will struggle.  EDM 

aims to combat these business problems by making the company more efficient by 

changing the processes by which the company operates.   
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